
Build Safer Campuses
solution for k -12

With Verkada, instantly strengthen critical security infrastructure 

across districts. Verkada’s intelligent, plug-and-play video security 

system makes it simple to scale cameras and improve visibility 

across schools of any size.

Monitor Anywhere
Access footage from any computer 
or mobile device — no downloads 
required

Camera Health & Status
Always know the health and status of 
your cameras, including offline alerts

Simple to Set Up
No NVRs/DVRs, thick clients, 
or added configurations — just 
a PoE connection

Smart, Instant Alerts
Receive a notification when a 
camera detects meaningful motion 
or tampering

Automatic Updates
Automatic firmware updates keep 
cameras up-to-date and cyber-secure

Share Feeds Instantly
In an emergency situation, easily 
share links of live footage via SMS 
or email

Why Schools Choose Verkada
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Security Cameras

No NVR or DVRS

Industrial-grade solid state storage 
saves up to 120 days of video

Easy to Scale

Bandwidth-friendly cameras 
operate at just 5-20kbps

Centralized Management

Modern platform enables secure 
access on any device

fisHEYE sEriEs

Verkada’s fisheye captures footage in a dynamic panoramic 180°, with options 
for wide-viewing angles or breaking down any area into quadrants. Capable of 
being mounted inside or outside, this camera is suitable for any number of 
surveillance needs.

DoME sEriEs

Built for durability, Verkada’s Dome Series delivers enterprise-grade security 
in a wide range of options for any indoor or outdoor environment. Each dome 
features a discreet vandal-proof design, simple installation, and 8x more 
processing power than the previous generation.

Mini sEriEs

Designed for flexibility without compromising on image quality, Verkada’s Mini 
Series delivers enterprise-grade security with powerful performance for advanced 
edge-based analytics. With minimal form factors, Verkada mini cameras are 
perfect for high-traffic indoor environments.

Industry-Leading Warranty

Verkada offers a 10-year product warranty included with the purchase of your Verkada system.

Hybrid Cloud Security Solution
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